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ABSTRACT
Large language models trained on code (LLMCs), such as
Codex, hold great promise in enhancing programming ed-
ucation by automatically generating feedback for students.
We investigate using LLMCs to generate feedback for fixing
syntax errors in Python programs, a key scenario in intro-
ductory programming. More concretely, given a student’s
buggy program, our goal is to generate feedback comprising
a fixed program along with a natural language explanation
describing the errors/fixes, inspired by how a human tutor
would give feedback. While using LLMCs is promising, the
critical challenge is to ensure high precision in the generated
feedback, which is imperative before deploying such tech-
nology in classrooms. The main research question we study
is: Can we develop LLMCs-based feedback generation tech-
niques with a tunable precision parameter, giving educators
quality control over the feedback that students receive? To
this end, we introduce PyFiXV, our technique to generate
high-precision feedback powered by Codex. The key idea
behind PyFiXV is to use a novel run-time validation mech-
anism to decide whether the generated feedback is suitable
for sharing with the student; notably, this validation mech-
anism also provides a precision knob to educators. We per-
form an extensive evaluation using two real-world datasets
of Python programs with syntax errors and show the efficacy
of PyFiXV in generating high-precision feedback.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Large language models trained on code (LLMCs) have the
potential to power next-generation AI-driven educational
technologies and drastically improve the landscape of com-
puting education. One of such popular LLMCs is OpenAI’s
Codex [1], a variant of the 175 billion parameter model
GPT3 [2], trained by fine-tuning GPT3 on code from over 50
million GitHub repositories. A recent study ranked Codex
in the top quartile w.r.t. students in a large introductory
programming course [3]. Subsequently, recent works have
shown promising results in using Codex on various program-
ming education scenarios, including generating new program-
ming assignments [4], providing code explanations [5], and
enhancing programming-error-messages [6].

We investigate the use of LLMCs to generate feedback for
programming syntax errors, a key scenario in introductory
programming education. Even though such errors typically
require small fixes and are easily explainable by human tu-
tors, they can pose a major hurdle in learning for novice stu-
dents [7]. Moreover, the programming-error-messages pro-
vided by the default programming environment are often
cryptic and unable to provide explicable feedback to stu-
dents [8–10]. Ideally, a human tutor would help a novice
student by providing detailed feedback describing the er-
rors and required fixes to the buggy program; however, it is
extremely tedious/challenging to provide feedback at scale
given the growing enrollments in introductory programming
courses [11, 12]. To this end, our goal is to automate the
feedback generation process using LLMCs-based techniques.

More concretely, given a student’s buggy program, we want
to generate feedback comprising a fixed program and a natu-
ral language explanation describing the errors/fixes, inspired
by how a human tutor would give feedback. While models
like Codex, trained on both text and code, are naturally
suitable for this, the critical challenge is to ensure high pre-
cision in the generated feedback. High precision is imper-
ative in building educators’ trust before deploying such an
AI-driven technology in classrooms. A recent work inves-
tigated enhancing the default programming-error-messages
using Codex [6]; one of the takeaways, quoted from their pa-
per, is “The key implications of this work are that program-
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1 print "x"
2 a = input("xxx")
3 print "Xx x"a
4 b = input("xxx xxx?")
5 print "xxxxxx" a + b

(a) Student’s buggy program

1 print "x"
2 a = input("xxx")
3 print "Xx x"+a
4 b = input("xxx xxx?")
5 print "xxxxxx" +a + b

(b) Generated fixed program

The student forgets to concate-
nate the string literal with the
variable. We can fix the error by
adding a plus sign between the
string literal and the variable.

(c) Generated explanation (d) Validation

Figure 1: Illustrative example showcasing PyFiXV on a buggy Python 2 program from TigerJython [9]. (a) Buggy program
(with string literals anonymized as sequences of ‘x’ in our dataset). (b, c) Fixed program and explanation generated by
PyFiXV. (d) PyFiXV’s validation mechanism successfully accepted the generated feedback as suitable for sharing.

1 for i in range(int(input()):
2 l1=[]
3 for i in range(int(input())):
4 if i==0:
5 if i==0:
6 l1.appned(n)
7 elif(i==(n-1)):
8 l1.append (1)
9 else:

10 l1.append(i)
11 print(l1)

(a) Student’s buggy program

1 for i in range(int(input())):
2 l1=[]
3 for i in range(int(input())):
4 if i==0:
5 if i==0:
6 l1.append(n)
7 elif(i==(n-1)):
8 l1.append (1)
9 else:

10 l1.append(i)
11 print(l1)

(b) Generated fixed program

In line 1, a closing parenthesis
is missing when calling function
‘range’. We should add a closing
parenthesis at the end of line 1,
before the colon, to fix this er-
ror. In line 6, the function ‘ap-
pend’ is misspelled. We should
replace ‘appned’ with ‘append’
to fix this error.

(c) Generated explanation (d) Validation

Figure 2: Similar to Figure 1, this example showcases PyFiXV on a buggy Python 3 program from Codeforces [13]. While
the misspelling of ‘append’ as ‘appned’ is not a syntax error (raising an AttributeError at runtime instead), PyFiXV typically
fixes such mistakes as well, showing the generalization value in LLMCs-powered technique.

1 import math
2

3 def binary(num):
4 x=int(math.log2(num))+1
5 for i in range(x):
6 num=(num ^^(1<<i))
7 print(num)
8 for i in range(int ,input()):
9 n=int(input())

10 binary(num)

(a) Student’s buggy program

1 import math
2

3 def binary(num):
4 x=int(math.log2(num))+1
5 for i in range(x):
6 num=(num ^ (1<<i))
7 print(num)
8 for i in range(int(input())):
9 n=int(input())

10 binary(num)

(b) Generated fixed program

In line 6, the operator ‘ˆˆ’ is
not a valid operator in Python 3.
We should replace it with ‘ˆ’ to
fix this error. In line 8, a closing
parenthesis is missing when call-
ing function ‘range’. We should
add a closing parenthesis at the
end of line 8, before the colon,
to fix this error.

(c) Generated explanation (d) Validation

Figure 3: Similar to Figure 2, this example showcases PyFiXV on a buggy Python 3 program from Codeforces [13]. PyFiXV’s
validation mechanism successfully rejected the generated feedback (we marked text in (c) to highlight issues with explanation).

ming error message explanations and suggested fixes gener-
ated by LLMs are not yet ready for production use in in-
troductory programming classes...”. Our initial experiments
(Section 4) also highlight issues in generating high-precision
feedback. To this end, the main research question is:

Can we develop LLMCs-based feedback generation techniques
with a tunable precision parameter, giving educators quality
control over the feedback that students receive?

1.1 Our Approach and Contributions
In this paper, we develop PyFiXV, our technique to gen-
erate high-precision feedback powered by Codex. Given a
student’s buggy program as input, PyFiXV decomposes the
overall process into (i) feedback generation (i.e., a fixed pro-
gram and a natural language explanation for errors/fixes);
and (ii) feedback validation (i.e., deciding whether the gen-
erated feedback is suitable for sharing with the student).
One of the key ideas in PyFiXV is to use a run-time feed-
back validation mechanism that decides whether the gener-
ated feedback is of good quality. This validation mechanism
uses Codex as a simulated student model – the intuition is
that a good quality explanation, when provided as Codex’s
prompt instruction, should increase Codex’s success in con-
verting the buggy program to the fixed program. Notably,
this validation also provides a tuneable precision knob to

educators to control the precision and coverage trade-off.
The illustrative examples in Figures 1, 2, and 3 showcase
PyFiXV on three different student’s buggy programs. Our
main contributions are:

(I) We formalize the problem of generating high-precision
feedback for programming syntax errors using LLMCs,
where feedback comprises a fixed program and a nat-
ural language explanation. (Section 2)

(II) We develop a novel technique, PyFiXV, that gener-
ates feedback using Codex and has a run-time feedback
validation mechanism to decide whether the generated
feedback is suitable for sharing. (Section 3)

(III) We perform extensive evaluations using two real-world
datasets of Python programs with syntax errors and
showcase the efficacy of PyFiXV. We will publicly
release the implementation of PyFiXV. (Section 4)

1.2 Related Work
Feedback generation for programming errors. There has been
extensive work on feedback generation for syntactic/seman-
tic programming errors [14–18]; however, these works have
focused on fixing/repairing buggy programs without pro-
viding explanations. The work in [11] proposed a tech-
nique to generate explanations; however, it requires pre-



specified rules that map errors to explanations. Another line
of work, complementary to ours, has explored crowdsourcing
approaches to obtain explanations provided by other stu-
dents/tutors [19, 20]. There has also been extensive work
on improving the programming-error-messages by designing
customized environments [9, 10]. As discussed earlier, a re-
cent study used Codex to enhance these error messages [6];
however, our work is different as we focus on generating
high-precision feedback with a tuneable precision knob.

Validation of generated content. In recent work, [21] devel-
oped a technique to validate LLMCs’ output in the context
of program synthesis. While similar in spirit, their valida-
tion mechanism is different and operates by asking LLMCs
to generate predicates for testing the synthesized programs.
Another possible approach is to use back-translation mod-
els to validate the generated content [22, 23]; however, such
a back-translation model (that generates buggy programs
from explanations) is not readily available for our setting.
Another approach, complementary to ours, is to use human-
in-the-loop for validating low confidence outputs [24].

2. PROBLEM SETUP
Next, we introduce definitions and formalize our objective.

2.1 Preliminaries
Student’s buggy program. Consider a student working on
a programming assignment who has written a buggy pro-
gram with syntax errors, such as shown in Figures 1a, 2a,
and 3a. Formally, these syntax errors are defined by the
underlying parser of the programming language [14]; we will
use the Python programming language in our evaluation.
Henceforth, we denote such a buggy program as Pb, which
is provided as an input to feedback generation techniques.

Feedback style. Given Pb, we seek to generate feedback com-
prising a fixed program along with a natural language expla-
nation describing the errors and fixes. This feedback style is
inspired by how a human tutor would give feedback to novice
students in introductory programming education [5, 9]. We
denote a generated fixed program as Pf, a generated expla-
nation as X , and generated feedback as a tuple (Pf,X ).

Feedback quality. We assess the quality of generated feed-
back (Pf,X ) w.r.t. Pb along the following binary attributes:
(i) Pf is syntactically correct and is obtained by making a
small number of edits to fix Pb; (ii) X is complete, i.e.,
contains adequate information about all errors and required
fixes; (iii) X is correct, i.e., the provided information cor-
rectly explains errors and required fixes; (iv) X is compre-
hensible, i.e., easy to understand, presented in a readable
format, and doesn’t contain redundant information. These
attributes are inspired by evaluation rubrics used in litera-
ture [6, 25–27]. In our evaluation, feedback quality is evalu-
ated via ratings by experts along these four attributes. We
measure feedback quality as binary by assigning the value of
1 (good quality) if it satisfies all the four quality attributes
and otherwise 0 (bad quality).

2.2 Performance Metrics and Objective
Performance metrics. Next, we describe the overall perfor-
mance metrics used to evaluate a feedback generation tech-
nique. For a buggy program Pb as input, we seek to design

Generating 
fixed program

Generating
explanation

Validating
feedback𝒫" 𝒫# (𝒫#, 𝒳)

		𝔻*+,-

(𝒫#, 𝒳)

CompleteEdit Edit

Figure 4: Illustration of three different compoments/stages
in PyFiXV’s feedback generation process; see Section 3.

techniques that generate feedback (Pf,X ) and also decide
whether the generated feedback is suitable for sharing with
the student. We measure the performance of a technique
using two metrics: (i) Coverage measuring the percentage
number of times the feedback is generated and provided to
the student ; (ii) Precision measuring the percentage num-
ber of times the provided feedback is of good quality w.r.t.
the binary feedback quality criterion introduced above. In
our experiments, we will compute these metrics on a dataset
Dtest = {Pb} comprising a set of students’ buggy programs.1

Objective. Our goal is to design feedback generation tech-
niques with high precision, which is imperative before de-
ploying such techniques in classrooms. In particular, we
want to develop techniques with a tuneable precision pa-
rameter that could provide a knob to educators to control
the precision and coverage trade-off.

3. OUR TECHNIQUE PYFIXV
In this section, we present PyFiXV, our technique to gen-
erate high-precision feedback using LLMCs. PyFiXV uses
OpenAPI’s Codex as LLMCs [1] – Codex has shown com-
petitive performance on a variety of programming bench-
marks [1, 3, 17, 18], and is particularly suitable for PyFiXV
as we seek to generate both fixed programs and natural lan-
guage explanations. More specifically, PyFiXV uses two
access points of Codex provided by OpenAI through public
APIs: Codex-Edit [28] and Codex-Complete [29]. As illus-
trated in Figure 4, PyFiXV has the following three com-
ponents/stages: (1) generating a fixed program Pf by edit-
ing Pb using Codex-Edit; (2) generating natural language
explanation X using Codex-Complete; (3) validating feed-
back (Pf,X ) using Codex-Edit to decide whether the gen-
erated feedback is suitable for sharing. The overall pipeline
of PyFiXV is modular and we will evaluate the utility of
different components in Section 4. Next, we provide details
for each of these stages.

3.1 Stage-1: Generating Fixed Program
Given a student’s buggy program Pb as input, PyFiXV’s
Stage-1 generates a fixed program Pf. We use Codex-Edit
for fixing/repairing the buggy program in this stage since it
has shown to be competitive in program repair benchmarks
in recent works [30]. Figure 5a shows a sample prompt used
by PyFiXV to query Codex-Edit for the buggy Python 3
program in Figure 2a. The process of generating Pf is de-
termined by two hyperparameters: (i) t1 ∈ [0.0, 1.0] is the
temperature value specified when querying Codex-Edit and
controls stochasticity/diversity in generated programs; (ii)
n1 controls the number of queries made to Codex-Edit.

1When a technique cannot generate feedback for an input
program Pb (e.g., the technique is unable to find a fixed pro-
gram), then we use a natural convention that no feedback is
provided to the student—this convention lowers the cover-
age metric but doesn’t directly affect the precision metric.



Input Program for Codex-Edit
1 for i in range(int(input()):
2 l1=[]
3 for i in range(int(input())):
4 if i==0:
5 if i==0:
6 l1.appned(n)
7 elif(i==(n-1)):
8 l1.append (1)
9 else:

10 l1.append(i)
11 print(l1)

Instructions for Codex-Edit
Fix the syntax errors in this Python 3
code

(a) Stage-1 prompt for generating Pf

Prompt for Codex-Complete
1 # Python 3
2 # Give feedback for the syntax

error fixes below:
3
4 ...... <few -shot example 1 >......
5 ...... <few -shot example 2 >......
6 ...... <few -shot example 3 >......
7

8 # [BUGGY PYTHON 3]
9 for i in range(int(input()):

10 l1=[]
11 for i in range(int(input())):
12 if i==0:
13 if i==0:
14 l1.appned(n)
15 elif(i==(n-1)):
16 l1.append (1)
17 else:
18 l1.append(i)
19 print(l1)
20
21

22 # [FIX]
23 1c1
24 < for i in range(int(input()):
25 ---
26 > for i in range(int(input())):
27 6c6
28 < l1.appned(n)
29 ---
30 > l1.append(n)
31
32

33 # [FEEDBACK] The syntax error in
this Python 3 code is:

(b) Stage-2 prompt for generating X

Input Program for Codex-Edit
1 for i in range(int(input()):
2 l1=[]
3 for i in range(int(input())):
4 if i==0:
5 if i==0:
6 l1.appned(n)
7 elif(i==(n-1)):
8 l1.append (1)
9 else:

10 l1.append(i)
11 print(l1)

Instructions for Codex-Edit
The syntax error in this Python 3
code is: In line 1, a closing paren-
thesis is missing when calling func-
tion ‘range’. We should add a clos-
ing parenthesis at the end of line 1,
before the colon, to fix this error. In
line 6, the function ‘append’ is mis-
spelled. We should replace ‘appned’
with ‘append’ to fix this error.

(c) Stage-3 prompt for validating (Pf,X )

Figure 5: Illustration of prompts used by different stages of PyFiXV for buggy Python 3 program in Figure 2. In particular,
the “Instructions for Codex-Edit” in (c) is obtained by concatenating line33 of (b) and the generated X shown in Figure 2c.

More concretely, PyFiXV begins by making n1 queries to
Codex-Edit with temperature t1. Then, out of n1 gener-
ated programs, PyFiXV selects Pf as the program that is
syntactically correct and has the smallest edit-distance to
Pb. Here, edit-distance between two programs is measured
by first tokenizing programs using Pygments library [31]
and then computing Levenshtein edit-distance over token
strings.2 If Stage-1 is unable to generate a fixed program,
the process stops without generating any feedback; see Foot-
note 1. In our experiments, we set (t1 = 0.5, n1 = 10) and
obtained a high success rate of generating a fixed program
Pf with a small number of edits w.r.t. Pb.

3.2 Stage-2: Generating Explanation
Given Pb and Pf as inputs, PyFiXV’s Stage-2 generates a
natural language explanation X describing errors/fixes. We
use Codex-Complete in this stage as it is naturally suited
to generate text by completing a prompt [1, 5, 6]. A cru-
cial ingredient of Stage-2 is the annotated dataset Dshot used
to select few-shot examples when querying Codex-Complete
(see Figure 4). Figure 5b shows a sample prompt used by
PyFiXV to query Codex-Complete for the scenario in Fig-
ure 2. In Figure 5b, line4–line6 indicate three few-shot ex-
amples (not shown for conciseness), line9–line19 provides
Pb, line23–line30 provides Pf in the form of line-diff w.r.t.
Pb, and line33 is the instruction to be completed by Codex-
Complete. Given a prompt, the process of generating X
is determined by two hyperparameters: (i) a temperature
value t2 (= 0) and (ii) the number of queries n2 (= 1). Next,
we discuss the role of Dshot in selecting few-shots examples.

When querying Codex-Complete, we use three few-shot ex-
amples selected from Dshot, an annotated dataset of exam-

2Note that buggy programs are not parseable to Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST) representations and string-based dis-
tance is commonly used in such settings (e.g., see [17]).

ples comprising buggy programs and desired feedback ob-
tained by expert annotations (see Section 4.2). These anno-
tated examples essentially provide a context to LLMCs and
have shown to play an important role in optimizing the gen-
erated output (e.g., see [1, 2, 17, 18, 32]). In our case, Dshot

provides contextualized training data, capturing the format
of how experts/tutors give explanations. Given Pb and Pf,
we use two main criteria to select few-shot examples. The
primary criterion is to pick examples where the error type
of buggy program in the example is same as that of Pb—
the underlying parser/compiler provides error types (e.g.,
‘InvalidSyntax’, ‘UnexpectedIndent’). The secondary crite-
rion (used to break ties in the selection process) is based on
the edit-distance between the diff of buggy/fixed program
in the example and diff of Pb/Pf. In Section 4, we conduct
ablations to showcase the importance of selecting few-shots.

3.3 Stage-3: Validating Feedback
Given Pb and (Pf,X ) as inputs, PyFiXV’s Stage-3 vali-
dates the feedback quality and makes a binary decision of
“accept” (feedback is suitable for sharing) or “reject” (feed-
back is discarded). PyFiXV uses a novel run-time feedback
validation mechanism using Codex-Edit to decide whether
the feedback (Pf,X ) w.r.t. Pb is of good quality. Here,
Codex-Edit is used in the flipped role of a simulated student
model – the intuition is that a good quality explanation X ,
when provided in Codex-Edit’s prompt instruction, should
increase Codex-Edit’s success in converting Pb to Pf. Fig-
ure 5c shows a sample prompt used by PyFiXV to query
Codex-Edit for the scenario in Figure 2—see the caption on
how “Instructions for Codex-Edit” in Figure 5c is obtained.3

3In our initial experiments, we tried using alternative signals
for validation, such as (a) Codex-Complete’s probabilities
associated with generated X ; (b) automatic scoring of X
w.r.t. explanations in few-shots using BLEU score [33]; (c)
filtering based on X ’s length. Section 4 reports results for (c)
as it had the highest performance among these alternatives.



Technique TigerJython Codeforces
Precision Coverage Precision Coverage

PyFi-PEM 05.0 (1.0) 92.5 (1.6) 35.0 (2.4) 98.8 (0.8)

PyFiXshot:None 00.9 (0.5) 92.5 (1.6) 03.0 (0.4) 98.8 (0.8)
PyFiXshot:Rand 21.6 (1.7) 92.5 (1.6) 48.5 (2.6) 98.8 (0.8)
PyFiXshot:Sel 38.9 (3.5) 92.5 (1.6) 55.2 (3.9) 98.8 (0.8)

PyFi||Xshot:Sel 15.8 (1.8) 92.5 (1.6) 15.6 (2.8) 98.8 (0.8)

PyFiX-RuleP≥70 48.6 (4.4) 30.8 (12.5) 61.6 (9.0) 38.3 (10.5)
PyFiXVP≥70 76.0 (4.0) 31.2 (4.0) 72.4 (6.2) 64.2 (6.3)
PyFiX-OptP≈VP≥70

76.1 (0.4) 47.1 (3.4) 72.8 (0.1) 75.0 (5.7)

(a) Results for different techniques, reported as mean (stderr)
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(b) TigerJython trade-off curve
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(c) Codeforces trade-off curve

Figure 6: Experimental results on two real-world datasets of Python programs, namely TigerJython [9] and Codeforces [13].

The validation mechanism has three hyperparameters: (i)
t3 ∈ [0.0, 1.0] is the temperature value specified when query-
ing Codex-Edit; (ii) n3 controls the number of queries made
to Codex-Edit; (iii) h3 ∈ [1, n3] is the threshold used for
acceptance decision. More concretely, PyFiXV begins by
making n3 queries to Codex-Edit with temperature t3. Then,
out of n3 generated programs, PyFiXV counts the number
of programs that are syntax-free and have an exact-match
with Pf. Here, exact-match is checked by converting pro-
grams to their Abstract Syntax Tree (AST)-based normal-
ized representations (cf. Footnote 2). Finally, the valida-
tion mechanism accepts the feedback if the number of exact
matches is at least h3. These hyperparameters (t3, n3, h3)
also provide a precision knob and are selected to obtain the
desired precision level, as discussed next.

3.4 Precision and Coverage Trade-Off
PyFiXV’s validation mechanism provides a precision knob
to control the precision and coverage trade-off (see perfor-
mance metrics in Section 2.2). Let P be the desired precision
level we want to achieve for PyFiXV. The idea is to choose
Stage-3 hyperparameters (t3, n3, h3) that achieve P precision
level. For this purpose, we use a calibration dataset Dcal for
picking the hyperparameters. More concretely, in our ex-
periments, PyFiXV first computes performance metrics on
Dcal for the following range of values: (i) t3 ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.8};
(ii) n3 ∈ {10}; (iii) h3 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10}. Then, it chooses
(t3, n3, h3) that has at least P precision level and maximizes
coverage; when achieving the desired P is not possible, then
the next lower possible precision is considered. The cho-
sen values of hyperparameters are then used in PyFiXV’s
Stage-3 validation mechanism. We refer to PyFiXVP≥x as
the version of PyFiXV calibrated with P ≥ x.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We perform evaluations using two real-world Python pro-
gramming datasets, namely TigerJython [9] and Codeforces
[13]. We picked Python because of its growing popularity as
an introductory programming language; notably, PyFiXV
can be used with other languages. We use OpenAI’s public
APIs for Codex-Edit [28] (model=code-davinci-edit-001 ) and
Codex-Complete [29] (model=code-davinci-002 ). We begin
by describing different techniques used in the evaluation.

4.1 Baselines and Variants of PYFIXV
Default programming-error-messages (PyFi-PEM). As our
first baseline, PyFi-PEM uses PyFiXV’s Stage-1 to gen-
erate Pf and uses programming-error-messages provided by

the programming environment as X . PyFi-PEM uses error
messages provided by Python 2.7 environment for Tiger-
Jython and Python 3.12 environment for Codeforces.

Variants of PyFiXV without validation. PyFiXshot:Sel is a
variant of PyFiXV without the validation mechanism (i.e.,
only uses Stage-1 and Stage-2). PyFiXshot:Rand is a vari-
ant of PyFiXshot:Sel where few-shot examples in Stage-2 are
picked randomly from Dshot. PyFiXshot:None is a variant of
PyFiXshot:Sel that doesn’t use few-shot examples in Stage-2.
PyFi||Xshot:Sel is a variant of PyFiXshot:Sel that runs Stage-
1 and Stage-2 in parallel; hence, Stage-2’s prompt doesn’t
make use of Pf. All these variants are without validation
(i.e., the generated feedback is always accepted).

Techniques with alternative validation mechanisms. We con-
sider two variants of PyFiXV, namely PyFiX-Rule and
PyFiX-Opt, that use different validation mechanisms (i.e.,
replace PyFiXV’s Stage-3 with an alternative validation).
PyFiX-Rule validates (Pf,X ) based on X ’s length, as noted
in Footnote 3. Given a hyperparameter hr, (Pf,X ) is ac-
cepted if the number of tokens in X is at most hr, where to-
kenization is done by splitting on whitespaces/punctuations.
PyFiX-Rule’s hr is picked from the set {30, 40, 50, . . . , 200}
based on the desired precision level P, by following the cal-
ibration process in Section 3.4. PyFiX-Opt uses an oracle
validation that has access to expert’s ratings for the gener-
ated feedback (Pf,X ). Then, for a desired P, PyFiX-Opt
performs optimal validation and highlights the maximum
coverage achievable on Dtest for the generated feedback.

4.2 Datasets and Evaluation Procedure
Datasets and annotations for few-shot examples. As our first
dataset, namely TigerJython, we have 240 distinct Python 2
programs written by students in TigerJython’s educational
programming environment [9]. We obtained a private and
anonymized version of the dataset used in [34], with string
literals in programs replaced with sequences of ‘x’ (e.g., see
Figure 1). As our second dataset, namely Codeforces, we
curated 240 distinct Python 3 programs from the Code-
forces website using their public APIs [13], inspired by simi-
lar works that curate Codeforces dataset [35, 36]. Programs
in both datasets have syntax errors and have token length
at most 500 (see Section 3.1 about program tokenization).
For the Codeforces dataset, we only include programs sub-
mitted to contests held from July 2021 onwards (after the
cut-off date for Codex’s training data [1]). Since a part of
these datasets will be used for few-shot examples (as Dshot in
PyFiXV’s Stage-2), we asked experts to annotate these 480



1 import time
2
3 def cd(seconds):
4 while seconds > 0:
5 rem_m = seconds // 60
6 rem_s = seconds % 60
7 remaining_time = str(rem_m) + "

minutes " + str(rem_s) + " seconds"
8 print(remaining_time , end=’\r’)
9 seconds = seconds - 1

10 time.sleep (1)
11
12 print("Xxxxx xxxxX")
13

14 cd(60)

(a) Student’s buggy program Pb

1 from __future__ import print_function
2 import time
3
4 def cd(seconds):
5 while seconds > 0:
6 rem_m = seconds // 60
7 rem_s = seconds % 60
8 remaining_time = str(rem_m) + "

minutes " + str(rem_s) + " seconds"
9 print(remaining_time , end=’\r’)

10 seconds = seconds - 1
11 time.sleep (1)
12
13 print("Xxxxx xxxxX")
14
15 cd(60)

(b) Generated Pf

The student
wants to use the
print function
from Python 3.
To do so, the
correct way is to
add the line ‘from

future import
print function’ at
the beginning of
the code.

(c) Generated X (d) Validation

Figure 7: Similar to Figure 1, this illustrative example showcases PyFiXV on a buggy Python 2 program from TigerJython [9].

1 name = input("Xxx xx?")

2 num = input("Xxx xx xxxxxxx?")

3 print ("Xxxx " + name + "Xxx ")*,num

(a) Student’s buggy program Pb

1 name = input("Xxx xx?")

2 num = input("Xxx xx xxxxxxx?")

3 print ("Xxxx " + name + "Xxx ")*num

(b) Generated Pf

The student forgets to enclose
a string literal with quotes.
We can fix the error by enclos-
ing the string literal in line 3
with a pair of double quotes.

(c) Generated X (d) Validation

Figure 8: Similar to Figure 3, this example showcases PyFiXV on a buggy Python 2 program from TigerJython [9]. PyFiXV’s
validation mechanism successfully rejected the generated feedback (we marked text in (c) to highlight issues with explanation).

programs with feedback (i.e., a fixed program along with an
explanation). Three experts, with extensive experience in
Python programming and tutoring, provided annotations.

Evaluation procedure and feedback ratings. Given a dataset
D with 240 buggy programs, we can evaluate a technique by
splitting D as follows: (a) Dtest (25%) for reporting pre-
cision/coverage performance metrics; (b) Dshot (50%) for
few-shot examples; (c) Dcal (25%) for calibrating validation
mechanism. To report overall performance for techniques,
we perform a cross-validation procedure with four evalua-
tion rounds while ensuring that Dtest across four rounds are
non-overlapping. We then report aggregated results across
these rounds as average mean (stderr). Importantly, evalu-
ating these metrics requires feedback ratings by experts to
assess the quality of the feedback generated by each tech-
nique (see Section 2.1)—e.g., evaluating metrics on Tiger-
Jython dataset for PyFiXV requires 480 feedback ratings
(4 × 60 for Dtest and 4 × 60 for Dcal). To begin, we did a
smaller scale investigation to establish the rating criteria,
where two experts rated 100 generated feedback instances;
we obtained Cohen’s kappa reliability value 0.72 indicating
substantial agreement between experts [37]. Afterward, one
expert (with experience in tutoring Python programming
classes) did these feedback ratings for the evaluation results.

4.3 Results
Comparison of different techniques. Figure 6a provides a
comparison of different techniques on two datasets. All tech-
niques here use PyFiXV’s Stage-1 to obtain Pf. The cov-
erage numbers of 92.5 and 98.8 reported in Figure 6a corre-
spond to the success rate of obtaining Pf on these datasets
(the average edit-distance between Pb and Pf is about 10.4
and 7.5 tokens on these datasets, respectively). For our
baseline PyFi-PEM, we see a big jump in precision from 5.0
for TigerJython (Python 2) to 35.0 for Codeforces (Python
3), owing to enhanced error messages in recent Python ver-
sions [38–40]. Results for PyFiXVP≥70 in comparison with
results for PyFiXshot:Sel, PyFiXshot:Rand, PyFiXshot:None,
and PyFi||Xshot:Sel showcase the utility of different compo-
nents used in PyFiXV’s pipeline. Comparing PyFiXVP≥70

with PyFiX-RuleP≥70 shows that PyFiXV’s validation sub-
stantially outperforms PyFiX-Rule’s validation. Lastly, re-
sults for PyFiX-OptP≈VP≥70

are obtained by setting the
desired precision level for PyFiX-Opt to match that of
PyFiXVP≥70 on Dtest – the coverage numbers (47.1 for
TigerJython and 75.0 for Codeforces) indicate the maxi-
mum possible achievable coverage. Notably, PyFiXVP≥70

achieves a competitive coverage of 64.2 on Codeforces dataset.4

Precision and coverage trade-off curves. The curves in Fig-
ures 6b and 6c are obtained by picking different desired pre-
cision levels P and then computing precision/coverage val-
ues on Dtest w.r.t. P. The curves for PyFiX-Opt show the
maximum possible coverage achievable on Dtest for different
precision levels P using our generated feedback. To obtain
these curves for PyFiXV and PyFiX-Rule, we did calibra-
tion directly on Dtest instead of Dcal (i.e., doing ideal calibra-
tion for their validation mechanisms when comparing with
PyFiX-Opt’s curves). These curves highlight the precision
and coverage trade-off offered by PyFiXV in comparison to
a simple rule-based validation and the oracle validation.

Qualitative analysis. We have provided several illustrative
examples to demonstrate our technique PyFiXV. Figures 1,
2, and 7 show examples where PyFiXV’s Stage-1 and Stage-
2 generate good quality feedback and Stage-3 successfully
accepts the feedback. Figures 3 and 8 show examples where
PyFiXV’s Stage-1 and Stage-2 generate bad quality feed-
back and Stage-3 successfully rejects the feedback. Figure 7
highlights that PyFiXV can make non-trivial fixes in the
buggy program and correctly explain them in a comprehen-
sible way. Figure 3 shows an example where the overall feed-
back is bad quality and successfully rejected, though parts of
the generated explanation are correct; this could potentially
be useful for tutors in a human-in-the-loop approach.

4When comparing PyFiXVP≥70 with any other technique
in Figure 6a, the results are significantly different w.r.t. χ2

tests [41] (p ≤ 0.0001); here, we use contingency tables with
two rows (techniques) and four columns (240 data points
mapped to four possible precision/coverage outcomes).



5. CONCLUDING DISCUSSIONS
We investigated using LLMCs to generate feedback for fix-
ing programming syntax errors. In particular, we considered
feedback in the form of a fixed program along with a nat-
ural language explanation. We focussed on the challenge
of generating high-precision feedback, which is crucial be-
fore deploying such technology in classrooms. Our proposed
technique, PyFiXV, ensures high precision through a novel
run-time validation mechanism and also provides a precision
knob to educators. We performed an extensive evaluation to
showcase the efficacy of PyFiXV on two real-world Python
programming datasets. There are several interesting direc-
tions for future work, including (a) improving PyFiXV’s
components to obtain better precision/coverage trade-off;
(b) extending PyFiXV beyond syntax errors to provide feed-
back for programs with semantic errors or partial programs;
(c) incorporating additional signals in PyFiXV’s validation
mechanism; (d) conducting real-world studies in classrooms.
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